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Sector Weights vs Benchmark
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The Beutel Goodman international equity portfolio posted a positive result for the fourth quarter, slightly ahead
of the MSCI EAFE C$ Index, which was also positive. Energy was the best performing sector in the index for the
second quarter in a row, followed by strong participation from Materials and to a lesser extent, Information
Technology and the Consumer sectors. Utilities, Health Care and Telecommunications were the more notable
laggards. From a regional perspective, Europe ex-UK underperformed, while the Pacific region outperformed,
with both Japan and Australia posting strong performance.
Global growth appears both robust and broad based. The latest Euro area manufacturing PMI was reported at
the highest level it has been since inception, driven by stronger global demand. Although low, inflation in the
region has shown signs of upward movement. Growth forecasts by the ECB for the area have been increased
to 2.4% and 2.3% for 2017 and 2018 respectively. As well, the UK economy is showing solid expansion, despite
Brexit concerns. Japan’s economic outlook also continues to strengthen, with Q3 GDP expanding by 2.5%. During
the quarter, Shinzo Abe was re-elected as Prime Minister of Japan with a supermajority, which propelled the
Japanese market higher due to his favourable view on continued stimulus.

In terms of stock selection, the strongest contribution came from the Financials sector. While all of our holdings
outperformed in the period, DBS, and to a lesser extent, Resona, drove the majority of the outperformance.
The Consumer Staples sector was the second largest contributor to stock selection. Our Japanese holdings,
FamilyMart and Kao, posted very strong returns while Carlsberg also contributed nicely.
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The Information Technology and Telecommunications sectors were also solid contributors to the period’s
outperformance with Software AG, Atea, and Vodafone all showing strong returns. This more than offset poor
performance from Telefonica Deutschland, which gave back a sizeable portion of its year-to-date outperformance.
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Materials was a source of underperformance, as Norsk Hydro’s good showing was not enough to offset the
weakness from Akzo Nobel and Air Liquide, which lagged the strong mining rally.

21.21 -9.4

Our two holdings within Energy both underperformed the oil-led rally, as both Caltex and TGS-Nopec do not
benefit directly from changes in the oil price.
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The Consumer Discretionary sector showed a mixed result, with a strong return in Luxottica insufficient to offset
the underperformance from Michelin, which gave back some of its very strong prior period performance.
Within Industrials there was modest underperformance, as underperformance from Smiths Group following its
results more than offset the modest IMI rally, which pushed higher related to the positive sentiment for its endmarket exposures.

Europe excluding U.K. (65.66)
U.K. (16.03)
Japan (9.64)

Portfolio Strategy & Activity

Pacific Basin excluding Japan (5.51)

In the fourth quarter of 2017, the international equity portfolio initiated a new position in WPP, the world’s
leading advertising agency.

Cash (3.16)

During the quarter, we continued to build our positions in our three new holdings from last quarter: Roche,
Caltex, and Smiths Group. We also added to Smith & Nephew, Luxottica, Merck KGAa, and Akzo Nobel. The
quarter was very busy for process-driven trims, which saw the fund trim Resona, DBS, NTT Docomo, and Norsk
Hydro. We sold the balance of our holdings in Richemont and Norsk Hydro, both of which we felt offered less
upside than warranted to continue to hold the positions.

Emerging Markets (0.0)
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Investment Results

The portfolio outperformed the EAFE Index with positive stock selection aided slightly by positive sector
allocation, as the benefit from our overweight in Materials and zero-weight in Utilities more than offset weakness
from our overweight in Telecommunications.
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BG International
Equity Fund

The Fund seeks long-term enhancement of capital primarily through investments in common stocks and
other equity securities of non-North American issuers. The number of stocks held is between 25-50.
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Outlook
Global equity markets rallied strongly in the year of 2017 and reached multi-year highs across many countries.
The surprisingly synchronized global economic growth was the key reason behind the strong market movements.
While no major economies are expected to grow at a particularly fast speed, all of them continue to show positive
signs of improving growth momentum. In the U.S., the much anticipated tax reform seems within reach and
may further strengthen business and investment confidence. In Europe, domestic consumption and construction
show strong potential to catch up, after the EU political environment improved through the last two years. In
Japan, inflation has finally showed up as a result of the record high employment and rekindled the hope of
triggering a new business investment cycle. China looks poised to return to the growth path the government
charted out after its recent policy meetings. Even the Brexit-troubled UK has maintained a decent GDP growth
outlook. Overall, global growth is likely to be robust and broad-based in 2018.
On the other hand, monetary policy and financial conditions are expected to get tighter, as central banks in
developed countries are turning away from their quantitative easing programs and entering a tapering phase.
It’s unpredictable whether the tapering process will have a visible impact on the real economy or the equity
markets in the near term. However, the long term impact is even less clear. Globally, political and geopolitical risks
continue to be elevated, but don’t seem to be reflected in this exuberant market environment.

Disclosure Notes
Investment returns are expressed in Canadian dollars unless otherwise
noted, gross of investment management fees and net of operating
expenses for Beutel Goodman funds. Returns are time weighted and
annualized for periods greater than one year. Client returns may vary
due to cash flow timing and client-specific constraints.
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses
all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the
prospectus before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical
annual compounded total returns including changes in unit values and
reinvestment of all dividends or distributions and do not take into account
sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable
by any security holder that would have reduced returns. Mutual funds are
not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may
not be repeated.
The I class units of the Short Term Bond Fund were not offered under a
prospectus for the period since performance inception to October 4, 2010
(the prospectus start date). The I class units of the Global Dividend Fund
were not offered under a prospectus for the period since performance
inception to September 14, 2010 (the prospectus start date). Please see the
related product profiles for the inception dates of these funds. The I class
units of the Global Equity Fund were not offered under a prospectus for the
period since its 1995 performance inception to July 6, 2011 (the prospectus
start date). Performance for each of these Funds is combined to include
both of these periods. The expenses of these Funds would have been
higher during these periods had these Funds been subject to additional
regulatory requirements applicable to a fund whose units are offered under
a prospectus.

Neither MSCI nor any other party involved in or related to compiling,
computing or creating the MSCI data makes any express or implied
warranties or representations with respect to such data (or the results to be
obtained by the use thereof), and all such parties hereby expressly disclaim
all warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, merchantability or
fitness for a particular purpose with respect to any such data. Without
limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, any of its affiliates
or any third party involved in or related to compiling, computing or
creating the data have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive,
consequential or any damages (including lost profits) even if notified of the
possibility of such damages. No further distribution or dissemination of the
MSCI data is permitted without MSCI’s express written consent.
FTSE TMX Global Debt Capital Markets Inc (“FTDCM”), FTSE International
Limited (“FTSE”), the London Stock Exchange Group companies (the
“Exchange”) or TSX INC. (“TSX” and together with FTDCM, FTSE and the
Exchange, the “Licensor Parties”). The Licensor Parties make no warranty or
representation whatsoever, expressly or impliedly, either as to the results
to be obtained from the use of the relevant Index and/or the figure at
which the said Index stands at any particular time on any particular day
or otherwise. The Index is compiled and calculated by FTSEDCM and all
copyright in the Index values and constituent lists vests in FTDCM. The
Licensor Parties shall not be liable (whether in negligence or otherwise) to
any person for any error in the Index and the Licensor Parties shall not be
under any obligation to advise any person of any error therein. “TMX” is a
trade mark of TSX Inc. and is used under licence. “FTSE®” is a trade mark of
the FTSE International Limited and is used by FTDCM under licence”.
The index information contained in this document has been obtained from
sources believed to be reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or
complete and it should not be relied on as such.
This document does not constitute an offer to buy or sell any securities,
products or services and should not be construed as specific investment
advice. All opinions and estimates expressed in this document are as of
the time of its publication and are subject to change. No use of the Beutel
Goodman name or any information contained in this report may be copied
or redistributed without the prior written approval of Beutel, Goodman &
Company Ltd.
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